Saturday, September 21st
*CONFERENCE AFTER-EVENTS*

17:30 | **Sound Walk**

**Prof. Britta Sweers**, University of Bern
Meeting Point: Bern Central Station
in front of LOEB (department store)

19:00 | **Dinner & After-Event**

Café Kairo (self-pay)
Dammweg 43, 3013 Bern
https://www.cafe-kairo.ch/

21:00 | **Artistic Performances**

**JULIAN SARTORIUS** (CH)
*live percussion*

**THE /HEYA PROJECT** (UK/Lebanon)
*Documentary film screening/Installation by Jilliene Sellner and Nour Sokhon*

**SUBITO ZEITLOS** (CH)
*haunstosonoric doom-jazz*

**S.i.M DJs**
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